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Somehow, I’ve always felt that September
is a time to take stock of changes in my
environment. Maybe it’s something to do
with the fact that I’ve quite often changed
roles about now but, whatever the reason,
I often find myself looking around me to
try and understand the landscape better.
Right now, I’m sure many of the UK’s
manufacturers are doing much the same.
All will be thinking hard how they can best
prepare for a future in which – no matter
what else might happen – they can be
assured of hotly competitive markets,
pressure to reduce their environmental
impacts and challenges to connect better
with customers.
The answer many firms come to is that their
best route to success lies in innovating and
harnessing the potential of new technologies.
The difficulty is that too few know just
how to do it. Good news then that, in this
edition of HVM Connect, our Graham Hillier
unpacks just what this ‘innovation thing’
really is and offers some pointers for those
just starting out on their innovation journey.
My message to all who do is ‘be brave!’. If
you’re in manufacturing and if you’re willing
to put in the hard work innovation demands,
the High Value Manufacturing Catapult can
help you turn hopes into realities that boost
your resilience and deliver a lasting return.
Your customers, employees and your bank
manager will be grateful you did.
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AFRC expands
with new
Lightweight
Manufacturing
Centre
n £8.9 million centre to help
A companies
benefit from

lightweight manufacturing
technology has been officially
opened by First Minister Nicola
Sturgeon.

The Lightweight
Manufacturing Centre will
work alongside the High
Value Manufacturing Catapult
network’s AFRC and help
firms to develop lighter, more
efficient, components for
high-value industries, including
automotive and aerospace.
It also has the potential to
benefit other enterprises
looking to replace traditional
manufacturing processes
and materials with the next
generation of innovative
solutions to help meet the
engineering challenges of today
and tomorrow.
The centre, operated by
the University of Strathclyde, is
the first stage of establishing
the £65 million National
Manufacturing Institute
Scotland that aims to make
Scotland a global leader in
advanced manufacturing.

READ MORE
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Boost for UK
manufacturing
recruitment resources
Here Now has
M ade
announced a series of

new initiatives designed to
support the recruitment efforts
of small and medium-sized
manufacturers.
Aimed at encouraging
young people to consider a
future in UK manufacturing,
these new initiatives are based
around highlighting positive
developments in the sector
whilst illustrating a connection
to education and jobs. The
High Value Manufacturing
Catapult, alongside 15
other organisations, have
sponsored their current phase
of development, allowing this
important expansion.
Topping the list of initiatives
is the production of materials
designed to attract talent into

the sector. They will help to
provide an exciting picture of
what a career in manufacturing
could look like to a young
person.
The project doesn’t aim to
duplicate the work that many
other groups have produced
to promote engineering and
manufacturing. Instead, it
looks to provide a useful way
to link to the best resources,
as well as producing
new material to support
recruitment efforts. To ensure
a joined-up approach, Made
Here Now are also planning
collaborative ventures with
trade association.

read more
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Open innovation at new
nanomaterial & composite
test bed
Centre for Process
O urInnovation
(CPI) has

state-of-the-art facilities and
capabilities driving innovation
every day. The Centre is now
harnessing its equipment and
expertise to contribute to the
LEE-BED project, a Horizon
2020 initiative focused on
creating an open-innovation
nanomaterial and composite
test bed for the development
and production of lightweight

Putting
leading
AI on the
factory floor
IBM AI
L eading-edge
hardware on the shop

floor of Factory 2050, at the
HVM Catapult’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre
(AMRC) in Sheffield, is giving
UK manufacturers access
to artificial intelligence and
machine learning technologies
that is accelerating the pace of
innovation across high valueadded manufacturing.
“This is the first industryfocused AI system of its kind
in the UK,” says Sean Wilson,
technical lead for AI at the
AMRC. “It’s the result of the
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embedded electronics (LEE).
The project’s overall aim
is to de-risk and accelerate
the development and
manufacture of nanomaterials
and lightweight embedded
electronics. Success will
give manufacturers a global
competitive advantage essential given competition with
the US and Asia - as well as
creating more jobs in the sector.
With a consortium funding

value of over €10 million, this is
a significant step towards the
future of manufacturing.
By overcoming the
challenges of high costs and
limited volume production, the
LEE-BED project will provide
the infrastructure needed for
innovation in the industry.

READ MORE

very close relationship with IBM
we have developed over recent
years, enabling the AMRC to
open up another dimension of
Industry 4.0 for our partners,
and the wider supply chain, in
the Sheffield City Region and
the North with game changing
technology.”
The computational
muscle of the IBM Power9
AC922 server and FS9150
flash storage allows AMRC
researcher engineers to shred
the time it takes to develop an
algorithmic model from weeks
down to a few hours. Wilson
points to one example in which
the team delivered a proof of
concept that would normally
have taken a couple of weeks in
just over an hour.
Head of Digital at the
AMRC, Professor Rab Scott,
said the IBM solution is not
only fast and powerful, it is

also safe and secure. “What we
are offering brings the power
of cloud into the heart of the
factory without dragging all the
cloud and its misconceptions
with it. This on premise cloud
keeps data safe, handled
in the local IBM and AMRC
infrastructure so that our
partners can de-risk innovation
with knowing that their data is
secure.”

read more
High Value Manufacturing Catapult
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BGF invests £450m
to support UK
manufacturing
businesses
the UK and Ireland’s
B GF,
most active investor in

growing businesses, has
invested more than £450m
across 61 manufacturing
businesses since it was set
up in 2011. Almost a quarter
of BGF’s entire portfolio is in
manufacturing, in firms that
together employ more than
10,000 people and have a
combined turnover of £2bn.
The organisation has
invested in more than 60
manufacturing businesses in
the last eight years, spanning
all areas of the sector, including
automotive, energy, plastics
and packaging, consumer,
healthcare, chemicals and
industrial manufacturing. The
most recent investments
include filtration equipment
manufacturer Amazon
Filters, molecular diagnostics
company Genedrive, foam
product manufacturer Moulded
Foams and kitchen door
supplier Uform.
The BGF offers
ambitious entrepreneurs
and management teams
long-term, patient capital
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and support to help execute
their strategic plans. Initial
investments typically range
between £1m and £10m in
return for a minority stake. A
major strategic advantage of
working with BGF is its ability
and willingness to provide
significant further funding as
companies grow.
Despitethe challenging
economic backdrop, BGF is
now making one investment a
week with no signs of slowing
down. As more manufacturing
businesses use growth
capital to scale-up their own
business, the impact will be
increased economic activity
andthe potential for increases
in employment, exports and
growth.

BGF in Action
Walker Precision Engineering
manufactures and assembles
complex parts for the aerospace,
defence and industrial sectors.
BGF’s investment of £4m in
January 2018 enabled the
business to invest in specialist
machinery, increasing its
capacity across production
sites and helped enhance the
organisational structure. A
further £2.75m was committed
in November 2018 to expand
Walker’s operations in the UK and
mainland Europe. Turnover has
grown from £14m in 2017 to just
shy of £20m this year.
“BGF’s backing has helped us
pursue new opportunities in the
market and reach new customers
faster than we would otherwise
have been able to do, without
losing control of the business”,
says CEO Mark Walker.

Find out more
www.bgf.co.uk
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Innovation

What it is and how to do it
is the lifeblood of
I nnovation
any successful economy,

turning ideas into products,
processes and services that
help it to grow.
What is innovation?

Innovation is the art or
science of translating existing
inventions and ideas into
practical products, processes
or services that can be
used in everyday life. An
invention, on the other hand, is
something that was previously
undiscovered. Innovation
connects the dots between
inventions. Spotting potential
for improvement, it cleverly
fills a gap in the market and
combines inventions into
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products that will attract
customers and generate
commercial success.
Innovation is a vital part
of a successful knowledge
economy. This type of
economy needs:
•

Research to invent or discover
new things

•

Innovation to link these new
inventions with existing
knowledge to create usable
products or services

•

Development activity to
make the innovation ready for
market with a profitable supply
chain

•

Businesses that create value
within the economy by reliably
and consistently supplying the
innovative product or service
to the market profitably

by Graham Hillier

Director of Strategy and Futures
Centre for Process Innovation
(CPI)

High Value Manufacturing Catapult
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CPI’s innovation model
The use of CPI’s Innovation
Integrator model (right)
helps partners manage
their innovation process by
identifying when and how
to move to the next stage of
development. Once the key
areas for development have
been identified, our experienced
technologists and skilled
business teams can help the
company to progress.

Innovation is an intensely
collaborative activity that brings
together knowledgeable people
with a range of ideas and skills.
It proves and demonstrates
that an initial idea or invention
can develop into something
people want and which can be
manufactured with the core
attributes the market requires.
How to enable innovation
There are a few factors that
need to be addressed for
innovation to be successful.
Firstly, there needs to be a
change in the market, product
or service that leads to a new
product or service being in
demand. Once the product or
service is developed, a supply
chain must then be established
to deliver it to the people that
need it. Specifiers, legislators
and regulators will also have
to support the adoption of the
new product. There also needs
to be an attractive value/price
combination, meaning the
product or service has to have

High Value Manufacturing Catapult

a price that people are prepared
to pay for the value it brings
them.
Something that is often
forgotten is that it can take
many years for an innovation
to get to the market. Therefore,
the people and companies
that are making the innovation
need to have a long-term
commitment to its success,
and they need to collaborate
with other organisations to
realise what is often initially a
dream.
Most often, innovations fail
due to a lack of understanding
about the market. The ‘valley of
death’ is when innovations fail
to make it to commercialisation
because the market is not
ready for them. By providing
open-access innovation
services, the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult can
help innovators assess their
ideas and get them to market
more quickly, efficiently and at
a lower risk.

Our innovation model
A systematic approach to
both project development and
delivery is essential to deliver
the needs of organisations
involved in innovation. CPI
offers an integrated process
that supports universities,
SMEs and large corporates
to overcome the challenges
associated with innovation.
As part of the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult,
we implement structured
innovation processes with
our partners to help them
prove that their manufacturing
processes can be carried out
economically and repeatedly.
We help our partners to access
equipment and skills they don’t
have or can’t afford, thereby
encouraging more companies
to pursue innovative activities
leading to competitive
advantage for the UK.

Find out more
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Complex 3D printed
electronics now available
to all at the MTC
T

he Manufacturing
Technology Centre –
home of the National Centre
for Additive Manufacturing
and part of the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult – has
become the first research and
development centre in the UK
to install precision equipment
for the 3D printing of small
and complex electronic
components.
The Coventry-based

MTC has taken delivery of a
Nano Dimension DragonFly
LDM precision additive
manufacturing system. The
new equipment will allow the
production of small-scale
electronic components used
in smart connected devices,
as well as multi-layer printed
circuit boards and sensors.
The innovative technology
will be available to all MTC
clients, to allow them to take

advantage of the speed and
cost benefits of the rapid
prototyping of electronic
components.
The DragonFly LDM
printing technology is the
industry’s only comprehensive
additive manufacturing
platform for 3D printing of
electronic circuitry.

find out more

ReDisCoveR composites
at the end of their life
ReDisCoveR (Recyclling,
T heDisassembly,
Circular

Materials and Reusing)
project is an HVMC Large
Transformational Project
(LTP) looking to combine the
expertise of six of the seven
HVMC centres to address
the major challenges faced
by composites at end of life.
The objective of ReDisCoveR
is to transform the UK’s
world-leading academic and
commercial composites end
of life capabilities into a fully
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functioning and interconnected
supply chain, making
composites the choice material
for sustainable manufacture.
To date, the team has
interrogated roadmaps and
strategies from a wide range
of sectors and across all
areas of the supply chain to
map the current landscape,
the perceived gaps, and the
greatest opportunities. It’s now
reaching out to key participants
within the composites supply

chain to get feedback on its
early work, and to discuss
opportunities for collaboration.
If you are interested in hearing
more about this project, or
would like to get involved,
please click the button to get in
touch.

GET IN TOUCH

High Value Manufacturing Catapult
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Product
development
with WMG
drives
presswork
success
in 2017, the RedditchB ack
based Presswork

manufacturer AE Oscroft
were dealing with a persistent
challenge. They were being
undercut by competitors in
the international automotive
supply chain. To overcome
this challenge and use their
65 years’ experience in
manufacturing, they wanted
to get involved with the whole
product development process
– creating a new product that
would boost profits. So, they
approached the Warwick
Manufacturing Group (WMG)
– part of the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult – to
help.
Hungry for some fresh
thinking, WMG’s Create, Test
and Launch Programme was
a perfect fit. Chris Oscroft,
Managing Director of AE
Oscroft and Sons Group,
champion for the product
development said, “WMG
helped us to recognise that
High Value Manufacturing Catapult

we had been looking for new
products, but we already had
one ready and waiting, and
we hadn’t really identified it as
an opportunity. Not only that,
but WMG then helped us to
create and follow a product
development process.”
WMG’s Create, Test and
Launch programme supports
small firms, helping them
reduce their time to market,
minimise investment risks
and maximise their chances
of success. It’s a series of
exploratory collaborative
meetings with companies
to help them identify

opportunities for product
development, whilst providing
a methodology to apply to
future ventures.
Through the programme,
AE Oscroft and their subcompany Weller Wheels saw
an opportunity to manufacture
three sizes of steel wheel for
the T5 and T6 Van Volkswagen
(VW) aftersales market, unique
to the UK market, and supply
them through Weller Wheels.
The wheels have now
hit the market, just as Weller
Wheels celebrated their 50th
Anniversary this summer. With
a lot of social media interest,
the company is confident
that the wheels will be a
commercial success.

Find out more
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Augmented reality:

a game changer for
manufacturing

by Danny McMahon

Digital Manufacturing Team Lead
Advanced Forming Research Centre
(AFRC)

developments in
R ecent
virtual reality (VR) and

augmented reality (AR)
have transformed their use
across various industries and
applications.
As they enter the consumer
world, many sectors are
using VR and AR to improve
customer experience. It’s no
different for manufacturing
and engineering, with the
technology revolutionising the
way we manufacture, measure,
repair, innovate and collaborate.
Increasingly, manufacturers
operate dedicated VR
caves where engineers
wear headsets and engage
with virtual environments.
These immersive headsets
completely obscure the user’s
vision and so for that reason
the technology is rarely used on
a busy factory floor.

High Value Manufacturing Catapult

Taking the danger out of
work with VR
VR allows in-depth design
reviews on a highly accurate
scale across numerous
locations. It also plays a
vital role in training, taking
the dangerous situations
out of real-world hazardous
environments by allowing
engineers to first practice the
job in a virtual space.
A project at the AFRC
looked at the task of
transferring ammonia gas from
a tanker into a storage tank
using VR. Any spillage in real
life would result in suffocation,
so first allowing trainees to
practice the procedure in the
virtual world was vital.
AR, meanwhile, doesn’t
require a safe space, as it
retains and augments the
user’s real-world location
with virtual holograms. This
provides more context than VR,
delivering intelligent data that
can be used across a variety of
applications and industries.
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Fixing equipment remotely
using AR
One huge impact of AR
is enabling experts to fix
equipment remotely, feeding
instructions to technicians,
saving travel costs while also
reducing repair time from days
to hours.
Like VR, AR will also
transform staff training.
Rather than instructions fed to
employees with complicated
descriptions and rough
drawings, AR technology
reviews what the employee
is looking at and shows them
how to complete the next step,
providing instructions in real
time.
Current AFRC project, The
Augmented Worker, uses AR
to provide real time access to
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individualised data, analytics
and instructions during the
construction and operational
stages on a building site or
shop floor.
This removes requirements
for engineers to translate,
compensate and visualise
2D drawings into 3D, which
is a skill that is difficult to
teach and a hurdle that many
prospective engineers struggle
to overcome.

The future of AR and VR in
manufacturing
5G rollout across the UK will
impact AR usage on-site, but
VR will continue to be used
within safe spaces. As we go
mobile with the technology,
anything that can transfer
data quicker will enable
application in any 5G location.
As we develop VR and AR,
we can incorporate them into
projects to achieve numerous
outcomes, with endless
opportunities to improve
manufacturing and engineering
processes.

Find out more
Pictured (left): AFRC’s Visualisation Suite
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EEN helps to protect
your intellectual
property
Europe Network
E nterprise
(EEN) is the world’s

largest business support
network. They help companies
innovate to grow, move into
new markets with trusted
partners, and find the funding
to accomplish it.
EEN is organising a
business support & information
event around how to protect
your intellectual property in
China. This is a market that can
provide vibrant and exciting
opportunities – but working
with innovative products in
this market can make even the
most experienced entrepreneur
wary.

They have assembled
a series of speakers from
the EU intellectual property
rights helpdesk - which is
the official EU agency that
helps companies with IP in
China - and the Intellectual
property office to give advice
and support to your market
activities in China, and ensure
you put your best (and most
protected) foot forward.

High Value Manufacturing Catapult

Intellectual Property (IP) in
China - are you protected?
Thursday 19th September 2019
Birmingham Chamber of
Commerce

BOOK HERE

Find out more

MTC signs strategic
partnership with Irish
Manufacturing Research
The MTC – part of the High
good news for
T here’s
Value Manufacturing Catapult
international co-operation

in advanced manufacturing
today, as the Manufacturing
Technology Centre (MTC)
signs an important strategic
partnership with Irish
Manufacturing Research (IMR).

Event

– aims to increase research,
technology and skills transfers
between the UK and Ireland
through this bilateral deal. It
will strengthen ties between
the two research centres and

promote mutual understanding
in sectoral research across
borders.

find out more
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Support & funding
opportunities for
manufacturing innovation
growth is
M anufacturing
key to the UK economy.

That’s why the High Value
Manufacturing Catapult is
here to help you innovate,
scale production and achieve
success with our world-class
facilities, equipment and
expertise. To support your
projects, our seven centres
of manufacturing innovation
can help you identify sources
of funding and partners in
research institutions and
industry.
The development of the
Industrial Strategy Challenge
Fund (ISCF) through UKRI
certainly presents new
funding opportunities. Part
of the government’s £4.7
billion investment in research
and development following
publication of the Industrial
Strategy in 2017, the Fund
will invest in the UK’s worldleading research base and
highly-innovative businesses to
address the biggest industrial
and societal challenges today
from disease detection to the
future of flight.
In future editions of HVM
Connect we will work with
our partners in the Innovate
UK Knowledge Transfer
Network to bring you recent
announcements that may be
of interest to the HVM Connect
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FUNDING

Industrial Decarbonisation
The government has announced £170m towards deploying technologies like
carbon capture and hydrogen networks in industrial clusters to support our
mission to establish the world’s first net zero industrial cluster by 2040.
Additionally, industry will consider investing up to £261m into new
technologies to reduce emissions from heartlands of heavy industry such as
steel, chemical and refineries in the North East, North West, South Wales and
Scotland.

find out more

Other opportunities
•

•

5G Manufacturing and Logistics – the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport (DCMS) is investing up to £40m in
match-funded testbeds and trials projects
over the next 2.5 years, starting with this
funding competition for the manufacturing
and logistics sectors.

find out more

Industrial Heat Recovery – the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) has also committed £18m
through its Heat programme to support the
manufacturing industries to recover and
use their waste heat.

find out more

readership, but to make sure
you don’t miss anything, and
for the latest information at any
time, keep an eye on the KTN’s
website here.
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Current Innovate UK
funding opportunities

Driving the electric
revolution: apply for
funding

CAse studies

The HVM Catapult has a wealth of quantitative and qualitative
data on the impact it is having on the companies we work with.
Our case studies give a good impression of the value we have
added to many companies across all sizes and all sectors.
Maybe we could help your business? There is a cost involved,
but we can signpost sources of funding, for example, through
Innovate UK. Email us at info@hvm.catapult.org.uk if you’d like
more information or to discuss working with us.

Registration closes:
Wednesday 25th September 2019
12:00pm
Businesses can apply for a share of
£19 million to develop supply chain
processes that will help deliver
electrification in 7 sectors.

Advancing aerospace
designs: funding for
projects
Registration closes:
Wednesday 25th September 2019
Innovative projects delivering smart,
energy-efficient technologies that
could bolster the UK aerospace
industry are invited to a regular call for
ideas.

New technologies for
manufacturing drugs:
apply for funding
Registration closes:
Wednesday 25th September 2019
Businesses can apply for a share of
£3.7 million to develop processes that
improve manufacturing of advanced
drug therapies.

MEDrone set to deliver
in emergency areas
has won prestigious
M EDeus
UK Space Agency funding

for its unmanned aerial drone
with the help of our Advanced
Manufacturing Research
Centre (AMRC). The idea
behind MEDrone is to deliver
emergency medical supplies in
remote or hard to reach areas,
cutting down the time taken to
receive life-saving treatment.
Before approaching the
AMRC, the MEDeus team
recognised that though they
had extensive documents
detailing the problem they are
trying to overcome and how to
do so, the core idea could be
easily lost without high impact
visual representations. Visuals
are important to demonstrate
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how the drone could have real
world uses in saving lives. This
is where the AMRC stepped in.
Using their design and
technological expertise, the
AMRC developed a series
of CAD and early-stage
graphical representations of
MEDrone - allowing MEDeus
to effectively communicate the
use of their product. Beyond
this, the AMRC also produced
compelling illustrations like the
one above, which show the
impact this technology could
have. Seen here delivering an
automated external defibrillator
to an inaccessible road incident
- an intervention which would
increase the chances of
survival for casualties.
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work with us
Dates for your diary
Advanced Engineering
2019
30th - 31st October 2019
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham
Come and see speakers from across
HVM Catapult at the UK’s largest
annual exhibition and conference for
advanced manufacturers & supply chain
professionals.

The High Value Manufacturing (HVM) Catapult is here
to help UK businesses of all sizes accelerate new
concepts to commercial reality.
Working through seven world-class
centres of industrial innovation, we
provide access to the specialist
equipment and expertise you need to
help investigate new technologies and
processes and test their application.
We can also help you to improve existing
processes. We’re here to help you strip
away the risks of innovation and make
investment decisions when you are
confident that an idea can be scaled up
to deliver on a commercial scale.

Our services are available to firms of
all shapes and sizes, from FTSE-listed
companies to SMEs deep in the supply
chain. They include:
—C
 apability which spans from
basic raw materials through to
high integrity product assembly
processes
—W
 orld-class facilities and skills
to scale-up and prove high value
manufacturing processes
— A network of leading suppliers
who contribute to key UK industry
supply chains

find out more

— A partnership between industry,
government and research in a shared
goal to make the UK an attractive
place to invest in manufacturing

Digitalising Manufacturing
2019
4th - 5th November 2019
MTC, Coventry

Our ambition is to grow your business
and the contribution of the manufacturing
sector to the UK economy.

After a sell-out conference in 2018,
the MTC is delighted to announce the
dates for Digitalising Manufacturing
Conference 2019. Join the MTC on the
4th & 5th November for their fifth annual
conference and gain the know-how you
need from worldwide leading experts.

AFRC

find out more
CPI

Smart Factory Expo

AMRC

13th - 14th November 2019
Exhibition Centre Liverpool

Nuclear AMRC

Come and see the HVM Catapult at this
years’ Smart Factory Expo. The event
brings together expertise, ideas and
opportunity - the UK’s showcase for
digital manufacturing.

MTC
WMG
NCC

find out more

UK Manufacturing Forum
9th - 10th December 2019
WMG, Coventry
Join leading academics, senior figures
from industry and the HVM Catapult
to explore emerging trends and
opportunities for collaboration across
the national manufacturing ecosystem.

find out more
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For more information or to discuss working with the HVM Catapult, please contact:
email: info@hvm.catapult.org.uk
Telephone: +44 (0) 1564 711 540

HVM Catapult
Regus Building
Blythe Valley Park
Shirley
Solihull
B90 8AG
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